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Abstract: Satellite imagery is the phenomenon of extracting information from the images taken by satellite which is owned by the government or business throughout the world. In other words, we can say satellite imagery is the spaceborne photography which zooms enough to take photos of the surface of the earth and other planets of the solar system. Most of the time images captured are not in sync which makes it really complex to study. Nowadays satellites are used by the government for patrolling border security and terrorist activities. To clarify such extra zoomed image for human visibility “super-resolution” was introduced. Super-resolution is an image processing based resolution enhancement technique which improves the details available in an image. An image with power order of resolution is taken as an input image and the super resolution output images are always bigger than the input image. The quality enhancement and pixel transformation always increase the size of the image in Super-resolution compared to Blur Deconvolution (BD). Super-resolution and Blur Deconvolution (BD) are two great applications but their paper explains about the issues which come in Super-Resolution. The major two issues are Reconstruction accuracy and computation efficiency which means if we apply Super Resolution concept then lower pixel or low resolution (LR) pixel are boosted up for High Resolution (HR) pixels.

I. INTRODUCTION

Obtaining an image of higher-order resolution is the requirement of time. Almost in all image related domains like medical imaging, satellite imaging, defence sector, researches, remote sensing and space science the requirement of higher-order resolution is critical. The quality of image degrades due to several artefacts blurring, hazing image noise, aliasing etc. these artefacts are possible to be avoided till the maximum extents by using digital filter and transformation techniques of the pixels.

If we want to increase the quality of the image by using better lenses and camera mechanism then its cost is in millions. Even assembling and installing that camera is highly complex which needs an expert supervisor and the biggest space. In space aviation, this biggest size is another problem. In another domain like medical imaging, defence the cost is the parameter. After several types of research, it was considered that it is best to have digital filtration and transformation techniques to enable a good camera into a great with image resolution enhancement capabilities.

The super solution enables the image enhancement feature to the cameras without physically increasing its size or weight. In the economical perspective also it’s way cheaper. Super Resolution and Blur Deconvolution (BD) are two great techniques of image upscaling but there is a big difference between them. Blur Deconvolution (BD) concentrates towards deblurring and noise separation but super-resolution also enhances the antialiasing capabilities of the image.

Fig. 1.1 – Super Resolution with Multiple Enhancements on base image

The image provided in the Blur Deconvolution process remains almost same size during input and output processes but in Super-Resolution output images are always bigger compared to the input image. The quality enhancement and pixel transformation always increase the size of the image in Super-Resolution. The overall Blur is mitigated much extensively in Super-Resolution compared to Blur Deconvolution (BD).

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

[1]. Sina Farsiu, Michael Elad and Peyman Milanfar explained in their paper ‘A practical approach to Super Resolution’ that Super Resolution can be used for several applications but their paper explains about the issues which come in Super-Resolution. The major two issues are Reconstruction accuracy and computation efficiency which means if we apply Super Resolution concept then lower pixel or low resolution (LR) pixel are boosted up for High Resolution (HR) pixels.
During the reconstruction, the rearrangement of the pixels should be very accurate. The errors generated by types of images, filter implant, system noise like movement generated blur etc breeds to be carefully managed. This leads to the efficient reconstruction of High Resolution (HR) image made from the Low Resolution (LR) image. They also utilized the Kalman Filter (KF) to solve the computational problem to create an optimum Super Resolution context.

[2] Chao Dong, Chen Change Loy, Kaiming He etc, explained in their paper ‘Image Super-Resolution Using Deep Convolutional Networks’ about a deep learning concept which was implanted with Super Resolution approach to increase the image resolution capabilities. It was designed for an end–to–end mapping of the low and high-resolution image. It used a deep convolution input image and straight away provide the output as a high-resolution image from its corresponding low-resolution image. Compared to the already available sparse Super Resolution concept this deep convolution concept used to take each layer and its corresponding elements separately. Unlike other methods, this was a lightweight concept to reduce the execution time. It was designed for real-time online implementations so this gave the system a cutting edge over other already available concepts. They went through different network structure to mitigate the execution speed and quality of output. They implemented the concept for 3 channel of colour and demonstrated the efficient quality of reconstruction.

[3] Saeideh Sarmadi and Zari Shamsa explained in their paper about single image super-resolution in which they deal with several problems faced during super-resolution. The major issues are solved systematic image processing of upscaling deblurring and demising. They have experimented the data for real-time results. At first, they have analyzed the image for lower resolution. This image needs to be reconstructed as a super-resolution image. Mainly super-resolution process needs the operation over blurring entity, dewampling entity and noise needed to be removed from the image. The denoising process deal with spatially adaptive iterative filtering (SAIF). This is a denoising technique which is most adaptive for local smoothening strength of the image based on the signal to noise (SNR) ratio analysis. Their technique was not very complex and clumsy ret efficiency enough to produce exceptional clarity. This made it a successful implementation. The system super-resolution developed by Saeideh Sarmadi and group provided clarity of understanding about the upscaling, deblurring and denoising process involved in super-resolution.

### III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH CONTENTS & RESULTS

The analysis is done over the image of lower resolution. We first reduced the quality of image shown in Fig. 1.2 by applying the blur as the addition parameter for the input image. This we do so we can analyse that for image with higher blur factors how the system behaves.

![Fig. 1.2 – Super Resolution with Multiple Enhancements on base image](image1)

Then we selected the area which we want to Super Resolute. This gave the system a target Region of Interest (ROI) . This ROI can be selected by dragging the desired area.

![Fig. 1.3 – Rol Selection](image2)

The cropping feature extracts the part of image which we need to super resolute. This makes the system to efficiently allocate the area.

![Fig. 1.4 – Rol Crop](image3)

The cropped region is the processed for deblurring, denoising and upscaling. This is the most important step of the process.

The final resulting step is the comparison of the results obtained. We can clearly analyse from the images displayed below that how the image is upcaled. We magnified the image to check the quality from ordinary system app and the result from our simlation. The result is displayed below.
The above image of Fig. 1.5 is zoomed using the system picture viewer window app. This clearly shows that the image has the lower quality if it is zoomed exactly same as like the result image.

The above image of Fig. 1.6 is zoomed using Super Resolution upscaling system. This clearly shows that the image has the higher quality if it is zoomed exactly same as like the base image. The comparison clearly states that the Super Resolution image enhancement technique works perfectly even for the realtime images. This provides the most accurate result. It can be used reliably in different high quality imaging systems.

IV. CONCLUSION

Obtaining a good resolution image is the prime requirement for almost every image processing and analysis based system. For better evaluation and synthesis of the contents involved in the image is a prime parameter. In most cases requirement of high-quality equipment to obtain exceptional results are mostly not fulfilled this makes the result less accurate and not reliable. In our paper, we came up with the ideology to have same quality hardware but with better conjunction of the image processing system. This provides a better resolution of the image after transforming the lower resolution image. The implementation concept deals with the process of super-resolution. The pixel enhancement is the key point for the overall system. As future conceptualization and implementation, it can be used to have zoom ability to be used in the broadest domain of space science. It can also be used in the microscopic domain like microbiology and nanotechnology.
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